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Abstract

Remote user authentication schemes allow a valid user
to login a remote server. In 2000, Hwang and Li’s pro-
posed a new remote user authentication scheme with smart
cards. In the recent years,some researchers pointed out
the security weaknesses of Hwang and Li’s scheme and
they also proposed some modified schemes to avoid these
weaknesses. This paper analyzes that Hwang and Li’s
scheme does not satisfy some essential security require-
ments. Hwang and Li’s scheme and all the modified
schemes do not support mutual authentication between the
remote user and the remote server also there is no session
key generation phase for secure communication. In addi-
tion, in Hwang and Li’s scheme, the remote user is not free
to change his password. This paper present an ideal re-
mote user authentication scheme with smart cards that not
only resolves all the security problems of Hwang and Li’s
scheme, but also provides all the essential security require-
ments and forward secrecy to the remote server.

1. Introduction

A password based remote user authentication scheme
allows a authentication server(AS) to check the authenticity
of a remote user (U) over an insecure channel. A typical
smart card based remote user authentication scheme
comprises three phases: registration phase, login phase
and authentication phase. In the registration phase, a
user U sends a registration request toAS and submits
some necessary information to the server through a secure
channel. The server uses the user’s identity and password
along with its long-term secret to generate some values and
store some of them in a smart card, which then delivered to
the user. In the login phase, a user attaches his smart card to
a card reader and keys in his identity and password to login
the server to gain access right. The smart card then uses
the password and the values in the card to construct a login
request and then sends it to the server. In the authentication

phase, the server uses its long-term secret to check the
validity of the login request. If mutual authentication
is required, the server also uses its long-term secret to
construct a message and sends it back to the user. The user
then uses his password and the values in the smart card to
check the validity of the message.
Lamport [17] proposed the first well-known remote
password authentication scheme using smart cards. In
Lamport’s scheme, theAS stores a password table at the
server to check the validity of the login request made by
the user. However, high hash overhead and the necessity
for password resetting decrease the suitability and practical
ability of Lamport’s scheme. In addition, the Lamport
scheme is vulnerable to a smalln attack [23]. In 2000,
Hwang and Li [13] pointed that Lamport’s scheme suffers
from the risk of a modified password table and the cost of
protecting and maintaining the password table. Further,
they proposed a new remote user authentication scheme
using smart cards. This scheme does not maintain the
password table at the server to check the validity of the
login request. Also, it can withstand message-replaying
attack [28]. In 2000, Chan and Cheng [5] pointed out
the security weakness of Hwang-Li’s scheme. In 2003,
Shen-Lin- Hwang [25] discussed a different type of attack
on the Hwang-Li’s scheme and they also proposed a modi-
fied scheme to solve the security problem of Hwang-Li’s
scheme. In the same year, Chang and Hwang [6] explained
the practical problems of the Chan - Cheng’s attack on the
Hwang-Li’s scheme and Leung, - Cheng, - Fong and Chen
[20]pointed out that the Shen-Lin-Hwang’s scheme is still
vulnerable to the attack proposed by Chan and Cheng.
Although so many modified schemes [22,?] have been
proposed to solve the security problems of original scheme,
but none of them provide complete solution to solve all the
possible problems and withstand all possible attacks.

On the other hands,Hwand and Li’s scheme also does not
support the following three most essential security require-
ments:

1. Remote user is not free to change his password.



2. This scheme does not support session key generation.

3. The scheme does not support mutual authentication.

Thus, at this stage, We are concerned with mutual authenti-
cation and secure session generation. For security point of
view, it is better to consider these topics jointly rather than
separately. A protocol providing authentication without key
exchange is susceptible to an enemy who waits until the au-
thentication is complete and then takes over one end of the
communications line. Such an attack is not precluded by a
key exchange that is independent of authentication. Key ex-
change should be linked to mutual authentication so that a
party has assurances that an exchanged key (which might be
used to facilitate privacy or integrity and thus keep authen-
ticity alive) is in fact shared with the authenticated party,
and not an impostor. For these reasons, it is essential to
keep key exchange in mind in the design and analysis of au-
thentication protocols.
Keeping in mind all the above requirements,this paper
presents an ideal remote user authentication scheme with
smart cards that not only resolves all the security problems
of Hwang and Li’s scheme, but also provides all the essen-
tial security requirements and forward secrecy to the remote
server.

1.1. Notations

The notations used through out this paper are summa-
rized as follows:

• U denotes a remote user.

• ID denotes an identity of a remote userU.

• PW denotes a password corresponding to a registered
identity ID.

• ASdenotes an authentication server.

• xs denotes a permanent secret key of an authentication
server.

• f ( .) denotes a cryptographic one way hash function.

• ⊕ denotes the bitwise XOR operation.

• U⇐⇒AS: M UserU sendsM to the serverASthrough
a secret channel.

• U =⇒ AS:M denotes that userU sendsM to the server
ASthrough an open channel.

• p denotes a large prime number.

• SID denotes the redirected identity corresponding to a
registered identityID.

• CID denotes a check digit sum corresponding to a reg-
istered identityID.

• Red(.) denotes a function to redirect the identityID
for every userU, which is only possessed with theAS.

• CK(.) denotes a function to generate check digit for
the registered identity, which is only possessed with
theAS.

1.2. Contribution

This paper presents an ideal remote user authentication
scheme with smart cards. The proposed scheme not only re-
solves all the security problems of Hwang and Li’s scheme,
but also provides essential security requirements for secure
communication. The proposed scheme also provides for-
ward secrecy with respect to the long - term secret key of
theAS, if compromised of the secret key of theASdoes not
result in compromise of the security of the previously reg-
istered identities and the corresponding passwords.The pro-
posed scheme enables the remote user to change his pass-
word freely and securely without the help of remote server.
In addition, our scheme also provides mutual authentica-
tion and session key generation for secure communication
betweenU andAS.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the Hwang - Li’s scheme. Section 3 is
about the security of the Hwang - Li’s scheme. Section 4
presents an ideal remote user authentication scheme with
smart cards. The security of the proposed scheme is ana-
lyzed in section 5. Finally, comes to a conclusion in the
section 6.

2. Review of Hwang and Li’s scheme

There are three phases in the Hwang-Li’s scheme [13]:
the registration phase, login phase and the authentication
phase. In the registration phase, the userU sends a request
to theASfor the registration. TheASwill issue a smart card
and a password to every user legal through a secure channel.
In the login Phase, when the userU wants to access theAS,
she/he inserts her/his smart card to the smart card reader and
then keys the identity and the password to access services.
In the authentication phase, theASchecks the validity of the
login request.

2.1. Registration Phase

UserU submits her/hisID to theAS. AScomputes the
passwordPW for the userU asPW = IDxs mod p. AS



provides a passwordPW and a smart card to the userU
through a secure channel. The smart card contains the pub-
lic parameters (f, p), wheref a one-way hash function

2.2. Login Phase

User U attaches her/his smart card to the smart card
reader and keysID andPW. The smart card will perform
the following operations:

1. Generate a random numberr.

2. ComputeC1 = IDr modp.

3. Computet = f(T
⊕

PW ) modp - 1, whereT is the
current date and time of the smart card reader.

4. ComputeM = IDt modp.

5. ComputeC2 = M(PW )r modp.

6. Sends a login request C =(ID,C1, C2, T ) to theAS.

2.3. Authentication Phase

AssumeASreceives the message C at timeTc, whereTc

is the current date and time atAS. Then theAS takes the
following actions:

1. Check the format ofID. If the identity format is not
correct, thenASwill rejects this login request.

2. Check, whetherTc − T ≤ ∆T , where∆T is the le-
gal time interval due to transmission delay, if not, then
rejects the login request C.

3. ComputePW = IDxs modp andt = f(T
⊕

PW )
mod (p - 1).

4. Check, ifC2 = Cxs
1 (ID)t modp, then theASaccepts

the login request. Otherwise, the login request will be
rejected.

3. Cryptanalysis of Hwang and Li’s scheme

3.1. Chan and Cheng’s Attack

According to Chan and Cheng [5], a legal user Alice
can easily generate a valid pair of identity and password
without knowledge of the secrete keyxs of AS. Alice uses
her valid pair(IDA, PWA) to generate another valid pair
(IDB , PWB) as follows:
Alice computesIDB = (IDA × IDA) modp. Then, she
can compute the corresponding passwordPWB = IDxs

B

modp = (IDA × IDA)xs modp = (PWA × PWA) mod
p. As a result, Alice can generate a valid pair(IDB , PWB)
without knowing the secret keyxs of AS.

3.2. Shen-Lin-Hwang’s Attack: Masquerad-
ing Attack

According to Shen, Lin and Hwang [25] masquerad-
ing attack is possible on Hwang- Li’s scheme. A user
Bob can masquerade another user Alice to login a remote
server and gain access right. Bob computes an identity
IDB = (IDA)k modp, wherek is a random number such
that gcd (k , p) = 1. Then, he submits this identityIDB to
AS for registration. ASprovides a smart card and a pass-
wordPWB = IDxs

B mod p. With the knowledge ofPWB ,
Bob can computePWA = IDxs

A modp = PW−k
B modp.

As a result, Bob can masquerade as Alice to login a remote
server and gain access privilege.

3.3. Chang- Hwang’s Attack

According to Chang and Hwang [6], there is a mistake in
the Chan- Cheng’s attack. It is not always possible that the
square of a legal identity satisfy the specific identity format.
Chang and Hwang generalized the Chan- Cheng’s attack.
They described two attacks.
Attack-I
Alice computesIDB = (IDA)k modp, wherek is a ran-
dom number. Then, he can compute the corresponding
passwordPWB = (PWA)k mod p. As a result, a legal
user Alice can impersonate other user Bob with a valid pair
of (IDB , PWB) to login theAS. If IDA is a primitive root
of Zp, then all the valid identities and their corresponding
password can be generated easily.
Attack-II
A group of eavesdroppers (intruders) may cooperate to gen-
erate a valid pair of identity(IDG, PWG), as follows:
IDG =

∏
IDAj mod p andPWG =

∏
PWAj mod p.

Chang and Hwang pointed out that in Hwang - Li’s scheme,
it is still difficult to obtain the corresponding password for
a known arbitrary valid identity, but once the valid identity
is generated, its corresponding password can be obtained
easily.

4. An Ideal Remote User Authentication
Scheme with Smart Cards

Hwang and Li’s scheme [13] has two categories of se-
curity attacks. The first category of attacks is attack by a
malicious Bob, which is not registered user at theAS: Shen-
Lin- Hwang’s attack and the second category of attacks is
attack by a malicious user Alice, which is already regis-
tered at theAS: Chan- Cheng’s attack and Chang- Hwang’s
Attack. Hwang and Li’s scheme also does not have pass-
word change phase and there is no mutual authentication
and session key generation between the remote user and re-
mote server for secure communication. On the other end,



the secret key of theASis a long-term key. It means the se-
cret key of the server requires further security. Consider the
situation, when the secret key of theASis revealed or com-
promised by an accident or stolen etc, then it is not better to
replace/alter the whole system at theAS. It is also not effi-
cient to replace/alter the secret key of theASwith the pre-
viously registered identities and their corresponding pass-
words. However, the secret key of theAS requires further
security in term of forward secrecy: the revelation or publi-
cation of the secret key of theASdoes not result in compro-
mise of the security of the previously registered identities
and their corresponding passwords.
This section presents an ideal remote user authentication
scheme with smart cards. The proposed scheme provides
forward secrecy to theAS. Forward secrecy ensures that
the previously generated identities and their corresponding
passwords in theASare secure even if the systems secret
keyxs has been revealed or known publicly by an accident
or is stolen by any adversary etc. For our requirement, we
have modified the Hwang and Li’s scheme. This proposed
scheme uses two more functions: redirected functionRed
(.) to redirect the registered identityID and a check digit
functionCK(.) to generates the corresponding check digit
[8, 9, 10] for each registered identity. In this scheme, only
theAScan redirect the registered identityID and he is able
to generate a valid identity and the corresponding check
digit. This scheme has four phases: registration phase, login
phase and verification phase and password change phase.
These phases are described below.

4.1. Registration Phase

This phase is invoked whenever a userU wants to regis-
ter himself at the remote serverAS. This phase is executed
over a secure channel. The following steps are involved in
this phase.
Step R1. U⇐⇒ AS: J
The string J is the registration request, consists the name of
the userU, address, identityID and a unique identification
number etc, which are unique for the userU.
Step R2.
Upon receiving the registration request, theAS computes
the followings parameters:
SID = Red(ID), CID = CK(SID), PW = (SID)xs mod
p andR = SID ⊕ PW .
Step R3.
AS⇐⇒ U: (ID‖CID, PW ) and a smart card.
In the proposed scheme, the smart card of a userU contains
the parametersf, p,f(SID) andR.

4.2. The Login Phase

Whenever, the user wants to gain the access right on the
AS, U attaches her/his smart card to the smart card reader
at any timeT and keys in thePIN (Personal Identification
Number ) to active the smart card. If the PIN code is en-
tered incorrectly multiple times, the smart card may request
a PUK (Personal Unblocking Key) code. Inputs her/his
identityID‖CID and the corresponding passwordPW. The
smart card of the userU conducts the following computa-
tions:
Step L1

• ComputeSID = R
⊕

PW , f(SID) and compare the
calculatedf(SID) and storedf(SID), if they are equal
the smart card accept the passwordPWand proceeds to
the next step ,otherwise demands the password again.

Step L2

• Generate a random numberr and computeC1 =
R

⊕
(SID)r modp.

Step L3

• Computet = f(T
⊕

PW ) modp - 1, whereT is the
current date and time of the smart card reader.

Step L4

• ComputeM = (SID)t mod p and computeC2 =
M(PW )r modp.

Step L5

• U =⇒ AS: LR = (ID‖CID, C1, C2, R, T ).

4.3. The Verification phase

Assume that theASreceives the login request LR at time
Tc. Then,ASdoes the following computations to check the
validity of the login request LR.
Step V1

• Check the specific format of the identityID. If the for-
mat of the identity is incorrect, thenASrejects the lo-
gin request LR.

Step V2

• Computes the value SID = Red(ID). Check, whether
the condition CID = CK (SID) holds, if not, thenAS
rejects the login request LR.

Step V3

• Check, whetherTc−T ≤ ∆TS , where∆TS is the legal
time interval due to transmission delay, if not, thenAS
rejects the login request LR.



Step V4.

• ComputePW = R
⊕

SID and t = f(T
⊕

PW )
modp - 1, and check, ifC2= (Cxs

1 )(SID)t modp, then
the AS accepts the login request and proceeds to the
next step, Otherwise the login request will be rejected
by AS.

Step V5.

• TheASselects a random numberr1 and computes the
following values:
C3 = f(Cxs

1

⊕
Ts), whereTs is the current time at

AS.
Skey = f(Cxs

1 , Ts, r1), C4 = C3

⊕
r1,C5 =

C3

⊕
Skey.

Step V6

• AS=⇒U: (C4, C5, Ts).

Step V7

• Assume that theU receives the messageC4, C5, Ts) at
time TU , thenU verifies, whether TU − TS ≤ ∆TU ,
where∆TU is the legal time interval due to transmis-
sion delay,if not, thenU interrupts the connection.

• U computesC∗
3 = f(C2M

−1
⊕

Ts).

• Computesr∗ = C∗
3

⊕
C4.

• ComputesS∗key = C∗
3

⊕
C5.

• ComputesS∗∗key = f(C2M
−1, Ts, r

∗).

• ComparesS∗key andS∗∗key for mutual authentication, if
they are equal the userU ensures that the respond-
ing system is a realAS and proceeds to the next
step.otherwiseU interrupts the connection. The num-
ber S∗key will be the session key between the userU
andAS,

Step V8

• U ComputesC6 = f(C∗
3 , S∗key),

• U =⇒ AS: (ID,C6)

Step V9

• ASchecks, ifC6 = f(C3, Skey), then theASassures
that the userU also generates the same session key,
otherwise rejects the connection.

4.4. The Password change phase

This phase is invoked wheneverU wants to change his
passwordPWwith a new password, sayPWnew. This phase
has the following steps.
Step P1

• U inserts her/his smart card to the smart card reader
and then keys in the PIN to active the smart card,then
inputs her/his identity and the old passwordPW and
then requests to change the password.

Step P2

• Compute SID = R
⊕

PW , f(SID) and compare the
calculatedf(SID) and storedf(SID), if they are equal
the smart card accept the password change request and
proceeds to the next step ,otherwise demands the cor-
rect the password again.

Step P3

• U’s smart cards computesR* = R
⊕

PW
⊕

PWnew
and then replacesRwith R*.

5. Security Discussion

Secure mutual authentication and secret session key gen-
eration are two important pillars, which are responsible for
the security of a remote user authentication scheme. In
other words; a remote user authentication scheme is secure
if each user can get an authenticated secret session key after
performing the secure mutual authentication protocol and
all other users can learn nothing about that session key. To
discuss the security of these two protocols: mutual authen-
tication and secret session key generation of the proposed
scheme, this section is divided in two subsections. The sub-
section 5.1 provides some preliminaries and assumptions
related to security of authenticated protocols. The subsec-
tion 5.2 demonstrates the security of the proposed scheme
by random oracle model [2]. Besides, subsection 5.3 prove
that the proposed protocol provides explicit key authentica-
tion . We demonstrates the proposed protocol resists the re-
play attack [28], stolen verifier attack [7], Shen-lin Hwang
attack, Chan and Cheng’s Attack/Chang-Hwang attack in
subsections 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 respectively . The subsec-
tion 5.8 proves that the proposed scheme is forward secure.

5.1. Prelimnaries

This section presents the definitions, assumption and the-
orems, which are used to prove the security of the proposed
scheme.
Exclusive OR operation- The notationZ = X

⊕
Y is asZ

is equal toX bitwise Exclusive ORY . Ghanem and Wahab



[11] proved that the Exclusive OR operation is secure, effi-
cient and fast for computation. The Exclusive OR operation
has following properties:

• Z, X andY are represented in the same bit length.

• All output values are uniformly distributed in the out-
put space.

• If we know any two values out ofX , Y andZ ,then the
third unknown can be determine easily.

• For anyZ with n bits, there are2n different pairs (X, Y
) satisfyZ = X

⊕
Y .

.

Theorem 5.1.1 Let x and y are two n bits specific values
and Z = X

⊕
Y . The probability to get the specific val-

ues X and Y from the given Z is negligible when n is large
enough.

Proof. There will be2n different possible pairs(x∗, y∗)
which satisfyZ = x∗

⊕
y∗.Thus,the probability to get the

specific(X, Y) from the givenZ is 1
2n , which is negligible,

whenn is large.

5.1.1 The Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem

In computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problemfor given
gu1 , gu2 and for randomu1, u2 ∈ Zq, computegu1u2 .

5.1.2 The Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem

In decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problemfor given
gu1 , gu2 and for randomu1, u2 ∈ Zq, distinguish between
gu1u2 and a random group element.

5.1.3 Check Digit Scheme

A check digit scheme consists of two algorithms
(CDig ,Vrfy ). For a given random computation function
CPerkeyF, the algorithmCDig computes a standard pub-
lic value CDSum = Ω for a given number/ messageM;
this can be written asΩ ←− CDig F (M).The algorithm
Vrfy checks the validity of the pair(Ω,M) and return 1 if
Ω is valid or 0 otherwise. We require that for all function
CPerkeyF, for all M and for all ChDiSumΩ output by
CDig F (M),Vrfy F (Ω,M). To defining the security of a
CDig , we use the standard definition of strong unforgeabil-
ity under adaptive chosen-message attack. Namely,letC is
a check digit scheme andA be an adversary then consider
the following experiment:

• ExpSUF
A,C (k)

• CPerkeyF←− (0, 1)k

• (Ω,M)←− ACDig F (.)(1k)

• If Vrfy F (M,Ω) = 1 and oracleCDig F (.) never re-
turnedΩ on inputM then return 1 else return 0

The advantage of an adversaryA is defined as:

AdvSUF
A,C (k) = Pr [ ExpSUF

A,C (k) = 1 ]

We say thatC is strongly unforgeable (SUF-secure) if
AdvSUF

A,C (k) is negligible for allPPT algorithmsA. When
we are interested in a concrete security analysis, we drop the
dependence onk and say that C is(t, q, ε)−SUF −secure
ifAdvSUF

A,C ≤ ε for all A running in timet and making at
mostq queries to itsCDig oracle. (We remark that allow-
ing N queries to an oracleVrfy F (., .) cannot increase the
advantage of an adversary by more than a factor ofN.)

5.1.4 Random oracle model

To design a cryptographic protocol, hash function always
plays an important role and therefore also has a vital role
over the security of such protocols. The implementation of
hash function also responsible for the efficiency a crypto-
graphic protocol. But,it is not easy to obtain security argu-
ments (or proofs of security) for such protocols. If a hash
function f is well designed, then it should be infeasible to
computef(x) without evaluatingf on x. This should be the
case even if many other hash valuesf(x1); f(x2),... have
been computed. Bellare and Rogaway [2] therefore advo-
cated an idealized model for hash functions, which attempts
to capture the concept of an ideal hash function. This model
is commonly referred to as the random oracle model, and in-
volves modelling hash functions as random functions.Many
researcher made extensions to this model. [3, 4, 16]. To dis-
cuss the security of the proposed scheme(denoted as proto-
col Π) in random oracle model, this subsection uses the re-
duced modified BJM Game [16], which is a variant of ran-
dom oracle model.We model hash functionf as a random
oracle in our security analysis. In this paper, a technique
[16] is used to proving the security of a protocolΠ, which
works as follows. The first step is to prove that protocolΠ
has a property that we call strong partnering (which is de-
fined in the next discussion). The second step is to prove
that a related protocolπ is secure in a highly reduced se-
curity model. Finally, we show how the proof of security
of π in the reduced model can be translated into a proof of
security forΠ in the full security model using a Gap as-
sumption. We use the standard notations [16] of security
which are defined as follows.
PROTOCOL PARTICIPANTS :
we fix a nonempty set ofID of participants. The setID is
the union of two nonempty, finite and disjoint subsets User
and Server.Each participants is named by a string of fixed
length. When the userU wants to login the serverAS, the



user and the server authenticate each other and establish a
common session key. The notationΠm

A denotes the oracle
which models themth instance of participant A.
ORACLE QUERIES

Send(U, m,M) : This sends a message M to the oracle
Πm

A , the oracle computes what the protocol says to and
sends back the response. The adversaryA can send a fab-
ricated query Send(U,m, λ) to a user oracleΠm

A to initiate
an execution of protocolΠ, of any userA.
Reveal(U,m) : If Πm

A has accepted and is holding some
session keysk, then query returnssk to the adversary. This
query models the idea that loss of session key should not be
damaging to other session.
Corrupt(U,PW): The adversary obtains the password of
the userU/ long-term private key of the server. This query
models the forward secrecy, which means if an adversary
gets the long-lived key of a participant, he cannot snatch
any previous session key.
Test(A ,SID) The only oracle query that does not cor-
respond to any of A’s abilities. Depending on a randomly
chosen bitb, A is given either the actual session key or a
session key drawn randomly from the session key distribu-
tion. The adversary is limited to only one such query, which
can be made at any time during the experiment.
ORACLE STATES :
Accepted : If an oracle decides to accept and holds a ses-
sion key after it received some messages, the oracles state
is accepted.
Rejected: If an oracle decides not to establish a session
key and thus abort the protocol, the oracles state is rejected.
State ?: If an oracle has not made any decision to accept
or reject, the oracle is in state?.
Revealed : If an oracle has answered a reveal query, the
oracles state is revealed.
Corrupted : If an oracle has answered a corrupt query,
the oracles state is corrupted.
PARTNERS:
When running a protocolΠ, the oracle may hold a partner
identity PID, a session identitySID, and a session keysk.
The partner identity shows who has exchanged messages
and established a session key in the protocolΠ. The session
identity is the session identifier in the protocolΠ. When ex-
ecuting protocolΠ, we say that oraclesΠm

A andΠn
B are part-

ner if both oracles accepted, holding(skA, SIDA, P IDA)
and(skB , SIDB , P IDB), respectively, and the following
conditions hold:

1. skA = skB , SIDA = SIDB , P IDA = B
andPIDB = A.

2. No oracle besidesΠm
A andΠn

B accepts with a session
identity equal toSIDA(orSIDB).

FRESHNESS:
If an oracleΠm

A is revealed, or its partnerΠn
B is revealed,

orΠn
B is corrupted, then the oracleΠm

A is called unfresh . If
an oracle is not unfresh, the oracle is fresh.
STRONG PARTNERING : SupposeΠ is a key agreement
protocol. If there exists an adversaryA, which when at-
tackingΠ in an mBJM game [16] and with non-negligible
probability in the security parameterl, can make some two
oraclesΠm

A andΠn
B accept holding the same session key

when they are not partners, then we say that the protocolΠ
has weak partnering. IfΠ does not have weak partnering,
then we say thatΠ has strong partnering.
RELATED PROTOCOL π:
We define a related protocolπ in order to help us to prove
the security of the original proposed protocolΠ. The related
protocolπ is similar to the protocolΠ, with exception of the
method of computing the session key between the user and
server. If the session key in protocolΠ is the hash value of
the session string, then the session key in protocolπ is the
session string itself. Therefore the user and server do not
use the hash function to compute the session key in proto-
col π.
THE REDUCED MODIFIED BJM G AME :
The reduced modified BJM game is identical to the BJM
game except that the adversaryA is not allowed to send any
reveal and test queries. Instead to win the game, the adver-
saryA must select a fresh and accepted oracle as the test or-
acle and output the session key of this test oracle at the end
of this game. Because the adversaryA in this game must
compute the session key of the test oracle, this game also
called the computational No-Reveals mBJM (cNR-mBJM)
game. In the cNR-mBJM game, we useAdvantageA(p) to
denote the adversaryAs advantage, that is, the probability
thatA outputs a session keysksuch thatsk= skΠm

A
, where

skΠm
A

is the session key held by the test oracleΠm
A selected

by A.
Definition 5.1.4A protocolΠ is a cNR-mBJM-secure key
agreement protocol if:

1. In the presence of the benign adversary,(a benign
adversary is one who simply relays messages be-
tween parties without modification) two oracles
running the protocol both of the oracles are accepted
and holding the same session identity and session
key. The session key is uniformly distributed inGF(p).

2. For any adversaryA, the advantageAdvantageA(p) in
the cNR-mBJM game is negligible.

5.2. Security proof of the proposed scheme

This subsection demonstrates the security of the pro-
posed protocol in the random oracle model.



THEOREM 5.2.1The proposed scheme has a strong part-
nering in the random oracle model.
Proof. Observe the stepsV5 to V9 of the proposed scheme,
the partnering information of the user and server is included
in the session string. Thus the proposed scheme has strong
partnering in the random oracle model.
THEOREM 5.2.2 If protocol Π produces a hashed session
key via hash functionf and is NR-mBJM secure, then the
related protocolπ is cNR-mBJM secure.
Proof: This theorem shows that if there exists an adversary
A that can cNR-mBJM-attackπ, then we can build an ad-
versaryB that can NR-mBJM-attackΠ. Suppose that an
adversaryA wins the cNR-mBJM game for protocolπ with
nonnegligible probabilityη. Also suppose thatB runs an
NR-mBJM game with challengerC. B in turn acts as a chal-
lenger forA in a cNR-mBJM game.B passes all queries
of A to C and returns all outputs ofC to B. Finally B will
output the session keyskπi

U of some fresh oracleπi
U . Re-

call however thatskπi
U = ssΠi

U . B then choosesΠi
U for the

Testquery and receives a keysk. If sk =f (skπi
U ) then

B outputs 1, otherwiseB outputs 0. It is easy to see thatB
wins the NR-mBJM game againstΠ with probabilityη. We
note that in the proof of the above theorem, no assumption
is required concerning the properties off.
THEOREM 5.2.3- The cNR-mBJM security of Protocolπ
is probabilistic polynomial time reducible to the hardness of
theCDH problem in groupG.
Proof: Assume that for security parameterl there exists an
adversaryE for Protocolπ that can win the cNR-mBJM
game with non-negligible advantageη and in polynomial
timeτ . Suppose that the number of participants in the game
of E arenP and that the maximum number of sessions each
participant may be involved in isnS , wherenP andnS are
polynomial functions ofl.

We now construct fromE an algorithmF which solves
the CDH problem inG with non-negligible probability.F
simulates a challenger in a cNR-mBJM game withE. F sets
up the game with the groupG and generatorgεG. F gener-
ates a set of participants of sizenP .For each userUi, F sets
private values:PWiandRi of eachUi. For the server,F sets
Xs as server’s private key.F selects a session numberrf . F
startsE and answers the following queries sent fromE:
Send: E may send a specialSend query to user oracleΠS

Ui

which setspidUi
= AS and instructsUi to initiate a proto-

col run withASas its partner.E can also send aSendquery
with messageM to any oracleΠm

A and the oracle outputs the
response according to the protocolΠ. If E sends an initiate
Send query to user oracleΠm

A , it outputsα.
Corrupt(U) : If adversaryE sends a corrupt query to the
user A, thenF aborts. IfE sends a Corrupt query to other
participants, thenF gives its private value toE. If F wants to
useE to find out the output value ofCDH problem, thenE
must set oracleΠm

A as the Test oracle. The probability that

E sets oracleΠm
A as the Test oracle is 1

nP×ns
. E outputsC4

andC5 ∈ Zp. ThenF determines whetherE sent an initi-
ate Send query to oracle A . IfΠm

A was an initiator, thenF
outputsC4 andC5 ∈ Zp as its guess for the valueC3; oth-
erwiseF outputsC4 andC5 ∈ Zp as its guess. Now we can
see that if the probability thatE wins the cNR-mBR game
of protocolΠ in time, then the probability thatF solves the
CDH in GF(p) is negligible.
THEOREM 5.2.4ProtocolΠ is secure in the random oracle
model, assuming the hardness of the Gap finding Decisional
Diffie-Hellman(DDH) Problem.
Proof.- In protocolΠ, the user and server use a hash func-
tion to computes a hashed session key. ProtocolΠ has
strong partnering in the random oracle model by Theorem
5.2.1. By Theorem 5.2.2, the cNR-mBJM security of the re-
lated protocolπ is probabilistic polynomial time reducible
to the hardness of theCDH problem. In protocolΠ, we as-
sumed that userU wants to login serverAS. They establish
a session key in this connection. A decisional findingDDH
problem oracle can be used to solve the session string deci-
sional problem for protocolΠ. Therefore, the session string
decisional problem for protocolΠ is polynomial time re-
ducible to the decisional findingDDH problem. According
to previous results and by theorem 5.2.3, we can say that
the mBJM security of protocolΠ is probabilistic polyno-
mial time reducible to the hardness of the Gap findingDDH
problem. If the Gap findingDDH problem is hard, then the
protocolΠ is mBJM secure in the random oracle model.
THEOREM 5.2.4The proposed protocolΠ is secure in the
random oracle model whenp is a large prime.
Proof. We know that Gap finding discrete logarithm prob-
lem is hard whenp is a large prime. By Theorem 5.2.3,
ProtocolΠ is secure in the random oracle model assum-
ing the hardness of the Gap finding Decisional Diffie-
Hellman(DDH) Problem. According to Theorem 5.1.1 and
Theorem 5.2.4, the proposed protocolΠ is secure in the ran-
dom oracle model.

5.3 Explicit key authentication

Let U andASbe two honest terminals who execute the
steps of an authentication protocol correctly,then an authen-
tication scheme provides the explicit key authentication, if
it should satisfy following two properties [15]:

• Implicit key authentication - Informally speaking, an
authentication protocol is said to provide implicit key
authentication ( ofASto U) if entity U is assumed that
no other entity from a specifically identified second en-
tity AS can possibly learn the value of the particular
secret key.

• Key confirmation - an authentication protocol is said
to provide key confirmation( ofASto U) if entity U is



assumed that second entityASactually possession of a
particular secret key

Observe the stepsV5 to V7 verification section of the pro-
posed scheme. These steps shows that only the specified
user and specified server can get correct information which
can be used to generate a valid session key. This means that
the proposed scheme provides implicit key authentication.
In stepV7 the serverASassures the user had computed the
same session By this result, it is clear that the proposed pro-
tocol provides explicit key authentication.

5.4 Replay attack

When the adversary impersonates a legal user to lo-
gin the specified server by replaying the transmitted mes-
sages between the legal user and that server, then we
say that this protocol is vulnerable to the replay attack
[28]. Suppose that an adversary collects the messages LR

= (ID‖CID, C1, C2, T ) from Step L5, (C4, C5, Ts) from
Step V6 and(ID,C6) from Step V8 of the proposed proto-
col when the userU logs into the serverAS. The adversary
impersonates the userU to login the serverAS by reply-
ing the message LR = (ID‖CID, C1, C2, T ). The Step V3
of the verification phase does not satisfy, due to the invalid
time interval. It is clear that the adversary can not select a
valid timeT to avoid this invalid transmission delay. Thus,
the server will detect that he/she is not a valid userU.
Also, the adversary can not generate the correct(C4, C5, Ts)
corresponding tor1 and returns it to the userU because he
does not know the secret key of the serverAS. In this case,
the userU will detect the fabricated server with the help of
Step V7. In the same way, the Step V9 will detect the re-
playing of the message(ID,C6). Hence, it is very hard for
an adversary to masquerade the legal user to login the server
by replaying the old message.

5.5 Stolen verifier attack

The proposed scheme is free from the stolen verifier at-
tack [7]. There is such information is stored at the server,by
which an adversary can make a fabricated login request to
impersonate a legal user to login the server, or can imper-
sonate the server to cheat the legal user.

5.6 Shen- Lin- Hwang’s attack

In Shen- Lin- Hwang’s attack [25], the attacker Bob
is not a registered user at theAS. To create some favor-
able results for a successful attack, he requires the redi-
rected identitySID of a previously registered user, say Al-
ice. But in our scheme, the redirected identitySID of ev-
ery registered user is calculated secretly by theASwith the

help of Red (.) function. The functionRed (.) redirects
a valid identity into a shadow identitySID on the basis of
the information, which is sent by the user at the time of
registration request.AS computes the password by using
the PW = (SID)xsmod p, whereSID a redirected se-
cret value corresponding to the registered identityID of the
string J. Assume that an eavesdropper, Bob intercepts the
login request LR = (ID‖CID, C1, C2, R, T ) from a public
network, then it is clear that by using the login request LR

neither he can obtain any information to attack the scheme
nor he can compute the passwordPW from this login re-
quest LR. In our scheme, there is no way for the attacker
to register herself/himself by intercepting the login request
LR. He is not able to produce any fabricated results for a
successful attack. Consequently, the functionality ofRed
(.) blocks the masquerade attack via identity: Shen- Lin-
Hwang’s attack.

5.7 Chan- Cheng’s /Chang- Hwang’s At-
tack

In Chan- Cheng’s attack and Chang- Hwang’s Attack,
the attacker Alice is a registered user at theAS. To cre-
ate some fabricated results for a successful attack, only he
has the knowledge of a secret redirected identitySID cor-
responding to her registered identityID. To perform Chan-
Cheng’s attack and Chang- Hwang’s attack, the attacker Al-
ice computesSIDB

= (SIDA
)kmod p ,where k is a random

number. Then, he can compute the corresponding password
PWB = (PWA)kmod p. This result is incomplete; still, it
is essential to obtain the corresponding check digit ofSIDB

. In our scheme, only theAScan generate a valid check digit
corresponding to the redirected identitySIDB

. As a result, a
legal user Alice cannot compute a valid pair of identity and
password to impersonate other user Bob to gain the access
login right at theAS. Thus, Chang- Hwang’s Attack will not
work. Since, Chan - Cheng’s attack is another form of this
attack, so this attack also will not work. Consequently, the
functionality of CK (.) blocks the attacks via password -
Cheng’s attack/Chang- Hwang’s Attack.

5.8 Forward Secrecy

Take a look on the registration phase of our scheme.
With a secret keyxs, theASuses two additional functions:
Red(.) andCK (.), which are always in possession ofAS.
In this way, only theAS is able to compute a redirected/
shadowed identitySID and a check digit sumCID corre-
sponding to every valid identityID. Unfortunately, if the
secret keyxs of the AS is revealed or compromised by an
accident or stolen etc, then with the help of revealed secret
keyxs any attacker Bob can try to obtain the passwordPW
corresponding to the previously registered identity string



J/ID or he can try to generate new password by selecting
a newly valid identity stringJnew. Thus, he can try to ob-
tain some fake passwords. But, when he tries to obtain the
passwordPW corresponding to a previously registeredID
or the password corresponding to a newly selected valid
identity stringJnew, he is required to compute a redirected/
shadowed identitySID and a check digit sumCID corre-
sponding to every valid identity stringJ, whether it is old
or new. Without the knowledge of corresponding shadowed
identity SID and a check digit sumCID for a identityID,
the attacker will not be able to recover a valid pair of proper
identity and the proper corresponding password to make a
valid login request. The login request does not leak any
information for the attacker, while the attacker is in posses-
sion of the secret key of theAS. Thus, our scheme provides
forward secrecy with respect to the long - term secret keyxs

of theAS if compromised of the secret key of theASdoes
not result in compromise of the security of the previously
registered identities and the corresponding passwords.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes an ideal remote user authentica-
tion scheme with smart cards. The proposed scheme not
only provides mutual authentication between the user and
server, but also establishes a common session key to pro-
vide message confidentiality. In addition, the proposed pro-
tocol provides the explicit key authentication property for
established common session keys. The proposed protocol
is provably secure to withstand the replay attack, the stolen
verifier attack. We demonstrate the security of the pro-
posed protocol using the random oracle model. In the pass-
word change phase of the proposed protocol, each user can
change his password without connecting to any server.
Always it is prudent to keep the secret key of anyAS so
that only the authorized person/system can retrieve the se-
cret key, whenever it is required. A possible way is to en-
crypt the key in a way that it can only be constructed with
the help of some sorts of independent servers/machines. To
avoid the risk of stealing the secret key of theAS, protection
of the secret key can be traded off against revealing or steal-
ing. Unfortunately, if the secret keyxs of theASis revealed
or compromised by an accident or stolen etc, then with the
help of revealed secret keyxs any attacker Bob/Alice can
not recover the complete passwords corresponding to the
previously registered identities stringsJ. The attacker is also
not able to construct or generate new passwords by selecting
a newly valid identity stringJnew. Due the combined func-
tionality of Red(.) andCK(.) at theAS, the malicious user
will not be able to make Shen-lin Hwang attack, Chan and
Cheng’s Attack/Chang-Hwang and all extended attacks on
the proposed scheme through identity/password. The pro-
posed scheme also provides forward secrecy with respect to

the long - term secret keyxs of the AS if compromised of
the secret key of theASdoes not result in compromise of the
security of the previously registered identities and the cor-
responding passwords. Consequently, the proposed scheme
provides the forward secrecy to the long term secretxs of
theASand as well as it also overcomes the security flaws of
Hwang - Li’s scheme.
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